
Accelerated Psychic Development psychic 
courses/readings 

The question I have been asked often is "how do I get to the level you're at?" 

 

My answer is that it is quite simple, but challenging. Similar to learning how to drive, the 

more you do it the easier it becomes. All the courses that I teach are geared towards 

accelerated and responsible psychic development. 

 

So, what is psychic development? It is the development of the psyche to an increased 

vibrational level that allows a person access to energetic frequencies that currently vibrate 

faster than they do. This includes mediumship, higher-self energies, clairvoyance, healing 

and spiritual awareness. 

 

It has been my experience over the years of teaching psychic development that the minimum 

people can expect from embracing this aspect of the self is a dramatic increase in a deep 

internal confidence and calm. The meditations used in both the home course and attended 

courses help to drive people to this part within themselves. I am keen to emphasize I have 

not been whacked on the head with the magic stick I have simply embraced a part of the self 

everyone can do if they put their mind to it. The active development of the sixth sense of a 

person means you can 'see around corners' so to speak and bravely engage the energies of 

the unseen to help with all aspects of life, a very useful tool in my opinion. 

 

So how do we accelerate our psychic development? Make it a habit to monitor your mental-

emotional state through self-observation. Something that isn't always easy with the busy 

lives we lead in the 21st century. "Did I lock the back door? What shall I get for dinner? Is it 

time to pick the kids up?" That's why the sound behind every track of the courses I offer 

helps to slow the brain waves. It makes it child's play to then observe the mind. Spiritual 

medium, dream interpreter, psychic medium, psychic readings, clairvoyant, counsellor, 

Support, guidance, Karen Ellyard, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia, Perth, Melbourne, 

Sydney, Adelaide, Darwin, Hobart, Brisbane, Reiki, Angel, Meditation and teaching 

 

Fear, fear, fear is what holds people back. If you think about it, fear is the single thing that 

holds anyone back from all aspects of their life. Can you imagine what your life would be if all 

your fears were in moderation? My answer is wonderful! Life becomes wonderfully peaceful 

and much more in balance. Anything that appears in its first instance to be a major challenge 

or difficulty suddenly finds a place of balance very quickly. I once tackled the majority of my 

fears all in one go. I did everything that I imagined myself to be frightened of, from stock car 

racing to changing jobs, location and familiar surroundings. My psychic skills increased ten 

fold as any blocks to my sub-conscious conveniently removed themselves. My accuracy skills 
and healing ability went through the roof. Again, no magic stick was involved. 

  

 


